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Abstract
Purpose: To assess the visibility ofmicrocalcifications in images generated by a first-generation
carbon-nanotube (CNT)-enabled stationary digital breast tomosynthesis (sDBT) device, using
magnified 2Dmammography and conventional,moving-sourceDBT as references for comparison.
Methods: Lumpectomy specimenswere imaged bymagnifiedmammography and two 3D
mammography approaches, including sDBT andmoving-sourceDBT. The planar size of individual
microcalcificationswasmeasured in the reconstructed image stacks of sDBT andmoving-sourceDBT
and compared to themagnifiedmammography image. An artifact spread function (ASF)was used to
assess the depth dimensions of themicrocalcifications displayed through the reconstructed image
stacks. Breast-imaging specialists rated their preference for one imagingmodality over another when
interpretingmicrocalcifications in themagnifiedmammography image and synthetic slab images
from sDBT andmoving-sourceDBT.Results: The planar size of individualmicrocalcifications was
similar in images generated by sDBT andmoving-sourceDBTwhen the sDBTprojections were
binned tomatch the pixel size used by themoving-sourceDBT system.However, the unique structure
of sDBT allowed for awider-angle span of projection views and operation of the detector in full-
resolutionmodewithout significantly compromising the scan time. In this configuration, the planar
sizes of individualmicrocalcifications displayed by sDBTwasmore similar tomagnifiedmammo-
graphy thanmoving-sourceDBT, and themicrocalcifications had a narrower ASF through depth.
Readers preferred sDBTovermoving-sourceDBTwhen assessingmicrocalcifications in synthetic slab
images, althoughmagnifiedmammographywas rated highest overall.Conclusions: The sDBT system
displayedmicrocalcifications as well as conventional,moving-sourceDBTwhen the effective pixel
size of the detector wasmatched.However, with the detector in its full-resolutionmode, sDBT
displayedmicrocalcificationswith greater clarity. Readers still preferred images generated by
magnifiedmammography over both 3Dmammography approaches. Thisfinding is guiding
continued hardware and software development to optimize the sDBT technology.

1. Introduction

Breast cancer is by far the most common non-skin
malignancy in women, responsible for more cases
than the next two common cancer types (lung and
colorectal) combined [1]. In 2018, more than 250,000

Americans were diagnosed with breast cancer, and at
least 40,000 died from it [1]. Since survival correlates
strongly with the extent of disease at the time of
discovery, screening is used to identify cancer at an
early or localized stage. The American College of
Radiology recommends annual mammography
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(CNT) cathodes [19, 20]. The purpose of this study
was to evaluate the visibility of microcalcifications in
images of lumpectomy specimens collected by sDBT,
using magnified 2D mammography and the parent
moving-source DBT system, from which the sDBT
device was constructed, as references for comparison.
The findings of this study have important clinical
implications, as improving the visibility of micro-
calcifications may be the key advance by which DBT
replaces standard mammography as the breast ima-
ging tool of choice.

2.Materials andmethods

2.1. Selecting andhandling the breast specimens
Twenty-three women with Breast Imaging and
Reporting Data System (BIRADS) 4 or 5 lesions
(‘suspicious abnormality’ or ‘highly suspicious for
malignancy’) were recruited following study approval
by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Institutional Review Board (IRB). The concerning
breast lesions had been discovered and evaluated by
standard screening and diagnostic imaging, and the
patients were awaiting lumpectomy following a needle
localization procedure. Standard protocol at our
institution includes magnified (1.8×) imaging of all
lumpectomy specimens using 2D digital mammogra-
phy in order to define lesion margins. The specimens
are gently compressed over a perforated and labelled
grid to prevent motion and allow identification of
feature location in the x-ray image (figure 1(A)), placed
on amagnification stand, and imaged using a substan-
tially smaller x-ray focal spot compared to conven-
tional 2D mammography, thereby providing a higher
image resolution. Following this standard imaging
step, the contained specimens were also imaged by
sDBT and the commercially-available, moving-source
DBT device from which the sDBT system was con-
structed. After imaging, the specimens were trans-
ferred to theDepartment of Pathology.

2.2. Acquiring the projection views
Images were obtained by a Selenia Dimensions 2D and
3D mammography unit (Hologic Inc., Bedford, MA)
and by sDBT. The first-generation sDBT device was a
modified Selenia Dimensions machine in which the
single x-ray source was replaced by a fixed array of
CNT-enabled sources (figure 1(B)). Both sDBT and
moving-source DBT were operated at 26 kVp, using a
total exposure of 100 mAs divided equally between 15
projections. The magnified mammography images
were also acquired at 26 kVp using an exposure of 100
mAs. The moving-source DBT system collected these
projections over an angular span of 15° and used the
detector in a binned mode (pixel size: 140 μm) [21], as
recommended by the manufacturer for this model.
The clinical configuration of the sDBT system had
been optimized in a previous study [20]. Since the

screening for all women with an average risk of 
developing breast cancer beginning at age 40 [2]. 
However, since standard mammograms collapse the 
three-dimensional (3D) breast anatomy into a single 
2D image, concerning features can be obscured and 
overlapping features can mimic pathology. As a result, 
the sensitivity of mammography for breast cancer 
detection averages less than 90%, and call-backs for 
false positive findings are common [3–5].

Delivering a radiation dose similar to mammo-
graphy, digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) may turn 
out to be a more effective screening tool than standard 
mammography [6, 7]. Now recognized as 3D mam-
mography, DBT was approved for clinical use by the 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2011, follow-
ing studies demonstrating an improved detection of 
breast masses as well as a decrease in the number of 
call-back diagnostic studies for false positive findings 
when used with mammography, compared to stan-
dard screening mammography alone [8–12]. DBT is a 
limited-angle tomography. The examination involves 
collecting a series of oblique projection views across a 
relatively narrow angular span. The 2D information 
from these projections is then processed by computer 
algorithms to reconstruct a 3D image space, which is 
displayed as a stack of image slices. Only the in-focus 
features in each slice are present at that anatomic 
depth, thus decreasing the chance that overlapping 
features will obscure important findings.

However, the technical steps required to obtain 
this depth information, as well as the post-acquisition 
processing needed to display it, introduce unique pro-
blems that affect the resolution of the imaging systems 
and thus the quality of the images presented to the 
reader. Specifically, concern has been raised over the 
visibility of microcalcifications [13, 14]. Along with 
masses, the morphology of individual microcalcifica-
tions and the spatial relationship of microcalcification 
clustering are key diagnostic features in mammo-
graphy [15]. Hence, DBT is most commonly used in 
combination with standard 2D mammography [16], 
effectively doubling the radiation dose and prolonging 
the uncomfortable time of breast compression. 
Advances in both technology and image processing are 
addressing the challenges with DBT, with a goal of 
eliminating the need to get a standard mammogram at 
the same time. For example, image processing that 
generates a synthetic mammogram has been approved 
in several systems [17, 18]. Stationary DBT (sDBT) is a 
novel approach to 3D mammography [19, 20]. It was 
developed to address the limitations of the currently-
available DBT systems imposed by their moving x-ray 
source.

Commercially-available 3D mammography devi-
ces, which will be referred to as moving-source DBT 
for consistency, must translate a standard x-ray tube 
through space to collect projection views. In contrast, 
sDBT uses a fixed array of separate and distributed 
x-ray sources made possible by carbon nanotube



stationary source array collects projections without
blurring the focal spot in the scan direction, sDBT was
able to achieve a wider angular span of 28° and operate
the detector in full resolutionmode (pixel size: 70 μm)
with only a slight increase (<2 s) in the scan time
relative to its binned mode. For comparison to the
moving-source DBT images, the sDBT projection
images were also binned during post-acquisition
processing to recreate an effective detector pixel size of
140 μm, thereby equalizing this parameter of both
systems. Table 1 compares the key physical parameters
of the two 3D breast imaging systems used in this
study.

2.3. Generating images from information in the
projection views
2.3.1. Processing and reconstructing DBT images
The projection images collected from moving-source
DBT and sDBTwere first processed using an offset and
gain nonuniformity correction, which normalized
each projection prior to reconstruction [22]. The
specimens containedmetal localizationwires and clips
used to guide biopsy. Therefore, a metal artifact
reduction (MAR) algorithm, similar to a previously
described approach [23], was applied to each of the

projection images prior to reconstruction. MAR
involved segmenting metal features in the projection
images by thresholding, followed by interpolation of
the segmented region using the surrounding pixel
values. After normalization and MAR, the projection
images were reconstructed into a 3D image space with
pixel sizes that replicated the 1.8× magnification
introduced by the magnification stand during 2D
mammography imaging [24]. The same filtered back-
projection reconstruction approach (Piccolo version
4.0.5 from Real Time Tomography LCC, Villanova,
PA) was applied to both sDBT and moving-source
DBT, yielding reconstructed image stacks containing
the same number of image slices for a given specimen.
Each reconstructed slice represented a 0.5 mm incre-
mental step in depth, and since the specimens varied
significantly in thickness, the number of slices in the
image stacks ranged from 12 to 65, corresponding to
specimen thicknesses from 0.6 to 3.25 cm. In order to
assist the readers during comparison, the recon-
structed images were rotated to align the specimens
with themammography image. Figure 2 displays three
representative image slices at different depths from the
reconstructed image stack generated by sDBT. The
reader scrolls through the image stack to identify

Figure 1.The lumpectomy specimenswere transported and imaged in standard specimen containers. (A)A representative central
projection image of a lumpectomy specimen acquired by the stationary digital breast tomosynthesis (sDBT) system. (B)The sDBT
system is amodifiedHologic Selenia Dimensions 3Dmammography device inwhich the single x-ray source has been replaced by a
fixed array of CNT-enabled sources fromXinRay Systems Inc. (Morrisville, NC).

Table 1.Physical parameters of the first-generation stationary digital breast tomosynthesis (sDBT) device and its parentmoving-source DBT
systemwhen used in their recommended configurations [20, 21]. Focal spot (FS)motion in the scan directionwas calculated for themoving-
sourceDBT system operating at 100mAs using a previously described approach [21]. Of note, reflecting the differences in their shapes, the
focal spotwasmodeled as a rectangle for themoving-source DBT system and as aGaussian for sDBT,with the reported value being the full
width at halfmaximum (FWHM). By default, sDBTuses the detector in full resolutionmode.However, in this study, the projection images
were also binned in post-processing tomatch the detector pixel size of themoving-source DBT system.

Moving-sourceDBT [21] Gen 1 sDBT [20]

Number of projection views 15 15

Angular span (degrees) 15 28

Source-to-image distance (mm) 700 700

FS dimension in scan direction (mm) 0.46 0.9 (FWHM)
FS travel distance per projection (mm) 1.65 0

Detector pixel size (mm) 0.14 0.07/0.14

Anodematerial W W

Filtermaterial and thickness (mm) Al (0.7) Al (1)



pathology and appreciate depth relationships. Figure 3
demonstrates the effects of MAR on the reconstructed
image slices generated by sDBT.

2.3.2. Synthesizing the reconstructed 3D information
into 2D slab images
When interpretingDBT scans, readers are now offered
the option of integrating the information contained in
multiple reconstructed image slices back into synthetic
2D slab images or a complete synthetic mammogram.
There are many potential benefits to integrating the
information in multiple reconstruction slices into a
slab image, including an improved ability to appreciate
microcalcification associations in clusters, since the
microcalcifications are less likely to be separated in
different slices through depth [25]. As such, when
evaluating reader preferences during the assessment of
microcalcification clusters in sDBT and moving-
source DBT images, the readers were presented with
slab images, created using a maximum intensity
forward projection through 20 image slices (1 cm in
depth) [26] in a 2×2 cm2 region-of-interest (ROI).

2.4. Assessing the display of individual
microcalcifications andmicrocalcification clusters
2.4.1.Measuringmicrocalcification size and depth
Microcalcification size was measured as a planar area
in the in-focus image slice reconstructed from both
the full resolution and binned sDBT projection images
and the moving-source DBT projection images
(figure 4). The microcalcification sizes were reported
in relation to the size of the same microcalcification
measured in the magnified mammography image.
Magnified 2D imaging was used as the reference for
comparison, given its high spatial resolution. Indivi-
dual microcalcifications were selected for study only if
they were displayed by all three modalities, yielding a
total of 38 individual microcalcifications in 9 of the
specimens appropriate for analysis.

Area measurements were based on pixel inten-
sities. First, a ROI was drawn manually around each
microcalcification to include the adjacent background
region but avoid other highly attenuating features.
Segmentation of each microcalcification was accom-
plished by fitting Gaussian functions through the
brightest pixel in both the x and y directions. The 50%
intensity values of each Gaussian fit were then aver-
aged to yield the threshold for segmentation.

Figure 2. Image slices from a reconstructed image stack generated by stationary digital breast tomosynthesis (sDBT). Each slice
represents a different depthmeasured from the x-ray detector plane: (A) 2.8 cm, (B) 3.7 cm, and (C) 4.3 cm, including the 2.5 cm gap
between the detector plane and detector housing. The reader scrolls through the reconstructed image stack to identify pathology and
appreciate depth relationships.

Figure 3.Representative reconstructed image slices generated by stationary digital breast tomosynthesis (sDBT)with andwithout
metal artifact reduction (MAR). The application ofMAR (right) removes the clutter ofmetal artifact that is otherwise present in the
reconstructed image slices (left).



Segmenting all pixel values greater than this threshold
provided a mask, from which the largest connected
component was identified as themicrocalcification. As
such, the segmented region reflects the full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of each microcalcification.
The area was then calculated by multiplying the num-
ber of pixels in the segmented region by the area of
each pixel. Since each image represents a 1.8×magni-
fication, the pixel dimensions were divided by 1.8
when calculating the actualmicrocalcification size.

An artifact spread function (ASF) was used to
determine the depth dimension of the microcalcifica-
tion as displayed through the reconstructed image
stacks of sDBT and moving-source DBT. The ASF
quantifies the contrast of an attenuating feature in the
reconstructed image slices above and below the in-
focus plane [27]. It was calculated for each recon-
structed image slice as the difference between the aver-
age intensity in the same ROI that defined the
microcalcification and the average intensity of the sur-
rounding background. Plotting the ASF as a function
of distance from the in-focus plane quantifies the
changing intensity with depth. Each ASF was normal-
ized by its maximum value (from the in-focus plane).
In this study, FWHM of the ASF was used as a quanti-
tative measure to compare the depth resolution of the
sDBT andmoving-sourceDBT image stacks.

2.4.2. Assessing reader preference when viewing
microcalcification clusters
The association of microcalcifications in clusters
provides important diagnostic clues. As is now com-
mon in clinical practice, radiologists interpreting DBT
images utilize slab images when interpreting these
clusters. Slab images are generated by integrating the
information from multiple slices in the reconstructed
image stack into a single image, typically 1 cm in
thickness (see 2.3.2 Synthesizing the reconstructed 3D
information into 2D slab images). As such, when
evaluating the appearance of microcalcifications in
clusters in this study, readers were presented with
standard 1 cm-thick slabs for viewing. Two radiolo-
gists specializing in breast imaging were asked to rate
either a strong preference, preference, weak prefer-
ence, or similar preference when assessing microcalci-
fication morphology, distribution/clustering, and size
using a 7-point scale (−3 to+3)when viewing pairs of
images: mammography image versus sDBT slab,
mammography image versus moving-source DBT
slab, and sDBT slab versus moving-source DBT slab.
All images were presented to the readers on MQSA-
qualified 5-megapixel grayscale display monitors
equippedwith conventional DICOMviewing software
tools. The order of individual images seen first and the
order of image pairs was random. After viewing all of
the image combinations for each case, the readers then
ranked the three images as to their clinical usefulness,

Figure 4.Example images of threemicrocalcifications (MC1–3) as displayed in themagnifiedmammography image, the in-focus
reconstructed image slices generated by stationary digital breast tomosynthesis (sDBT) andmoving-sourceDBT, and the synthetic
slab images generated by sDBT andmoving-source DBT.Note that themicrocalcifications appear less blurred in themagnified
mammography images, reflecting the higher spatial resolution of this system compared to the twoDBT systems. Also, note the
differences in the backgrounds surrounding eachmicrocalcification. Fewer out-of-plane features are present in the reconstructed
image slices from sDBT compared tomoving-sourceDBT, reflecting a better depth resolution as a result of the wider angular span
available with the sDBT system.Mammography has no depth resolution, and thus the background includes the supporting grid. Each
image represents a cropped 5×5mmarea at 1.8×magnification.



again using a 7-point scale. The responses provided
data for statistical comparison.

2.5. Statistical analysis
A one-sample t-test was used to compare the paired
datasets in this study. The findings are reported as the
mean and corresponding standard deviation. A p value
of less than 0.05 was considered to demonstrate
statistical significance.

3. Results

3.1.Measured size and depth of individual
microcalcifications
The planar size of individual microcalcifications was
similar in images generated by moving-source DBT
and sDBT when the sDBT projections were binned by
post-processing, with the binned-detectormode being
the default setting for the moving-source DBT system
used in these experiments (figure 5(A)). However, the
unique structure of the sDBT system allowed for the
collection of a wider-angle span of projection views
and the operation of the detector in full-resolution
mode without significantly prolonging the scan time.
In this configuration, the planar sizes of individual
microcalcifications displayed by sDBT were more
similar to magnified mammography than moving-
source DBT, a trend which was even more pro-
nounced with decreasing microcalcification size
(figure 5(B)). This trend reflects the different spatial
resolutions of each system. As the microcalcification
size approaches the resolution the system, it appears
blurred in the image. This blurring is a progressive
change of increasing relative area but decreasing
contrast, as microcalcifications of smaller and smaller
size are displayed. Eventually, the contrast becomes

too low to distinguish the microcalcification from its
background, and therefore, it cannot be detected.
With this in mind, figure 5 demonstrated that sDBT,
when operated in a full-resolution detector mode,
displayed the smallest visible microcalcifications with
less blur compared to moving-source DBT, using
magnifiedmammography as a reference.

ASF is a reflection of depth resolution, and as
expected, given the wider angular span of the dis-
tributed sDBT source array, for every microcalcifica-
tion analyzed, sDBT yielded a narrower ASF in the
reconstructed image stack compared to moving-
sourceDBT (figure 6). This difference was statistically-
significant (p<0.001) when compared at the mean
FWHM of the ASF for sDBT (2.1 mm) and moving-

Figure 5.Comparison of the size of individualmicrocalcifications (MC) as displayed in the in-focus reconstructed image slice by
stationary digital breast tomosynthesis (sDBT) (blue diamonds) andmoving-sourceDBT (orange circles). Size refers to the planar (x-
y) area of themicrocalcification as seen in a single image, referenced as a percentage to the size of the samemicrocalcification displayed
bymagnifiedmammography. Asmicrocalcification size decreases and begins pushing the resolution of the system, the feature is
blurred. Progressive blurring producesmicrocalcifications that appear larger but have a lower contrast. The planar sizes of individual
microcalcificationswere similar in images generated bymoving-sourceDBT and sDBTwhen the sDBTprojections were binned by
post-processing, with the binned-detectormode being the default setting for themoving-sourceDBT systemused in these
experiments (A). However, when the sDBT systemwas operated in its optimum configuration, including the full-resolution detector
mode, the size of everymicrocalcificationwas closer to that ofmagnifiedmammography thanmoving-source DBT (B), suggesting
that the featurewas displayedwith less blur.

Figure 6.Comparison of the artifact spread function (ASF) of
individualmicrocalcifications in the reconstructed image
stacks generated by stationary digital breast tomosynthesis
(sDBT) (blue) andmoving-sourceDBT (red). ASF provides a
measure of size in the depth (z) direction and thus a reflection
of depth resolution. ThemeanASF (solid line) is narrower
with sDBT compared tomoving-sourceDBT. This difference
is statistically-significant (p<0.001)when compared at the
full-width half-maximum (FWHM) (dashed lines). The
shaded regions represent standard deviation about themean.



source DBT (4.4mm). The improved ASF provided by
sDBT can also be appreciated in the reconstructed
image slices shown in figure 4, MC 2, as more back-
ground structures are present in the reconstructed
moving-source DBT slice as a result of its smaller
angular span.

3.2. Reader preferencewhen viewing individual
microcalcifications andmicrocalcification clusters
Synthetic slab images and complete synthetic mam-
mogramsmay display the spatial association of micro-
calcification clusters better than the reconstructed
image stack, as microcalcification distributions can be
visualized in a single image. Therefore, synthetic slab
images were generated for the reader preference
analysis (figure 7).

Readers were asked to rate their preference when
identifying small calcifications, characterizing their
morphology, and assessing the distribution of clus-
tered microcalcifications in the magnified mammo-
graphy images as well as synthetic slabs generated from
the image stacks reconstructed from the full resolution
sDBT projections and moving-source DBT projec-
tions. Overall, readers preferred the synthetic slab
image generated by sDBT and themagnifiedmammo-
graphy image over themoving-source DBT slab image
(figures 8(A) and (B)). On average, readers also tended
to prefer themagnifiedmammography image over the
sDBT slab image. However, this preference was less
consistent (figure 8(C)).

In terms of characterizing the overall diagnostic
value of the magnified mammography image, the

sDBT synthetic slab image, and the moving-source
DBT synthetic slab image, readers strongly preferred
sDBT and magnified mammography over moving-
source DBT (p<0.05), and on average, magnified
mammographywas preferred over sDBT (p<0.05).

4.Discussion

Microcalcification visibility was assessed in this study
for several reasons. First, microcalcification morph-
ology and distribution provide important diagnostic
clues in mammography, with smaller (<0.5 mm
diameter), irregularly-shaped, and numerous, tightly-
clustered calcifications being of most concern for
malignancy [28]. Second, debate continues regarding
the adequacy of microcalcification display by 3D
mammography [13, 14, 29], leading to the common
practice of combining 2D and 3D mammography.
Third, microcalcification visibility is a reflection of the
resolution of a system, and thus, provides a clinically-
applicablemeasure of performance bywhich the novel
approach of stationary DBT can be compared to
standard 2D mammography and conventional, mov-
ing-sourceDBT.

Despite having larger focal spot sizes, the first-gen-
eration sDBT system was able to display micro-
calcification sizes similar to the parent moving-source
DBT system from which it was constructed, when
post-processing was used to bin the sDBT images to an
equal detector pixel size. This equivalence most likely
reflects the absence of focal spot blurring from source

Figure 7.Example images of twomicrocalcification (MC) clusters as displayed in themagnifiedmammography image, representative
slices from the reconstructed image stacks from stationarydigital breast tomosynthesis (sDBT) andmoving-sourceDBT, and synthetic
slab images from the twoDBT systems. The synthetic slab images were generated as amaximum intensity projection through 1 cmof
the reconstructed image stack.However, as can be appreciated, the appearance of themicrocalcifications in each cluster is similar in
the reconstructed image slices and the synthetic slab image. Note that themicrocalcifications appear less blurred in themagnified
mammography images, reflecting the higher spatial resolution of this system compared to the twoDBT systems. Each image
represents a cropped 21×17mmarea at 1.8×magnification.



motion. Additionally, since sDBT is not limited by the
need to move an x-ray source, a wide-angle span of
projection views could be collected without sig-
nificantly compromising the scan time. To demon-
strate the potential benefits offered by this unique tube
structure, the sDBT device was also operated with the
detector in full-resolution mode while collecting pro-
jection views over a wider-angle span than the mov-
ing-source DBT system. As expected, in this
configuration, sDBT displayed microcalcifications
with smaller planar sizes, reflecting less blur, and nar-
rower depth dimensions in the reconstructed image
slices compared to moving-source DBT. These differ-
ences were associated with better microcalcification
visibility, as reflected by reader preference when iden-
tifying small microcalcifications, characterizing the
morphology of individual microcalcifications, and
appreciating microcalcification distribution in synth-
etic slab images generated by sDBT.

Although the findings of this study are important
and support the viability of this unique technology as a
potential clinical tool, it should be noted that this
studywas not designed to compare the relative value of
sDBT to moving-source DBT. First, the images were
acquired at a fixed dose and therefore did not allow the
systems to optimize settings, which would happen in
the clinic. Second, to isolate the technical aspects of the
imaging systems, reconstruction and forward projec-
tion were accomplished using the same processing
steps and not the proprietary algorithms developed
specifically for each device. Third, the parent moving-
source DBT system to which sDBT was compared is

only one of many different moving-source DBT
designs, each with its own complement of hardware
and software. As such, these findings must be inter-
preted in the broad and rapidly-evolving context of
DBT in general. And finally, the findings do not define
the clinical performance of sDBT, as this will require
assessments of diagnostic utility across a range of soft-
tissue and calcification pathologies in patients. Never-
theless, the findings are of use. Their value lies in
demonstrating the potential benefits of the CNT-
enabled stationary source array, while also pointing
out directions for continued development to improve
the sDBT technology.

In most cases in this study, readers preferred mag-
nified 2D mammography over sDBT when asked to
characterize microcalcifications. Indeed, as can be
appreciated when comparing the magnified mammo-
graphy images to images of individual microcalcifica-
tions in reconstructed image slices and
microcalcification clusters in synthetic slab images,
the microcalcifications appear less blurred in the mag-
nified mammography images, reflecting the higher
spatial resolution of this system. This finding is guid-
ing ongoing research, with a goal of developing synth-
etic mammograms that can eliminate the need to
collect a 2D mammogram at the same time as the
sDBT study. Success will require improvements in
both technology and image processing. For example, a
second-generation sDBT device that supports a higher
dose rate and wider angular span has been constructed
for research [30]. Also, work continues to optimize the
forward-projection algorithms that generate synthetic

Figure 8.Reader preferences when characterizing individualmicrocalcification (MC)morphology (black), assessingmicrocalcifica-
tion distribution/clustering (red), and identifying smallmicrocalcifications (blue)when viewing paired images: the synthetic slab
image generated by stationary digital breast tomosynthesis (sDBT) versus the synthetic slab image generated bymoving-sourceDBT
(A), themagnifiedmammography image versus the syntheticmoving-source DBT slab image (B), and themagnifiedmammography
image versus the synthetic slab image generated by sDBT (C). The target dot represents themedian preference score, the box
represents the interquartile range, and the black circles represent outliers. * indicates a statistically-significant preference (p<0.05).
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5. Conclusion

Stationary DBT is a novel approach to 3D mammo-
graphy in which the single moving x-ray source used 
by commercially-available DBT devices is replaced by 
a fixed and distributed array of separate sources made 
possible by CNT technology. In this study of lumpect-

omy specimens, the benefits of the stationary source 
array were demonstrated by assessing the visibility of 
microcalcifications. Additionally, the findings are also 
guiding continued research and development in 
source design and image processing, with a goal of 
achieving a microcalcification display with the same 
diagnostic value as 2D mammography.
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